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Outline

Lists

Math mode

Blocks
Examples of lists
itemize and enumerate environments

• First item
  ▶ a subitem...
  ▶ another subitem...

• Second item

1. First numbered item
   1.1 a subitem...
   1.2 another subitem...

2. Second numbered item
An example of a slide with a formula

- Formula:

\[ \mathcal{I}_{\sigma}(s_i, s_j) = \int_{\mathcal{I}} \mathcal{K}_{\sigma}(\lambda_{s_i}(t), \lambda_{s_j}(t)) \, dt. \]
General blocks

General block environment. To group some stuff together?

Block
General block environment with some title...
Alert
An alert block is utilized to caution or emphasize some important remark.

Definition (from some reference...)
A definition block defines and emphasizes an important concept.

Example (Question)
The previous block is an example of a definition block.